On.public affairs of the great, but; not always untainted, world. With speakers two others connected with Tk Times 1 have had equally happy relations, Wynnard Hooper and V. S, A. lowndes. Hooper seemed informed on any and every subject. He knew his Dickens as well, I can swear, as Bernard Darwin; he knew too the record of every Alpine climber during the last half century, fie took it for granted that his friends must be equally well informed, a flattering estimate ol my poorly stocked mind. Lowndes, too, has the scholar's mind and the easy, unassuming manners that were Buckle's and 1 foopcr's. Doubtless the well-groomed,, well-tailored journalists ot to- „ day, when they reach ripe years, will have similar friendly comfortable ways.
There is another (not a journalist, though f believe he has edited a review), Sir George Lcveson-Cower, who has the gentle breeding, the smooth wit and urbanity ol an older generation, To hear him make an after-dinner speech, a speech enlivened by apt quotation, with no looseness of statement from beginning to end, is to realise something of the quality of past orators. There ate few pleasures more agreeable than to hear good after-dinner speaking, few moments less endurable than when listening to a poor speaker. Yet though all men feel this, once the last is on his feet,, there he remains, for the earth will not open neither will a bolt come from above.
As an official I had to attend many public dinners and to listen to many speeches from public men, If they touched on the arts they never failed to speak of them as the great bond between the nations. But is it so? Our reverence for Plato and Phidias did not encourage any greater sympathy for the Greek people during the war, nor did our devotion 10 Dante and to Leonardo inspire us with ardour for the Abyssinian campaign, So to-day the German love for Shakespeare scarcely sweetens the sentiments towards England which come from the German press, The effect of art is like Dr. Johnson's dictum on the influence of wine; that, it makes us merrier when inclined to mirth, glummer when we are 300

